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Lose the Life of Human will so Life of 
Divine Will can Grow 

Gospel Reading for Nov. 11, 2016 
With Divine Will Truths 

Saint Luke 17:26-37 
Jesus said to his disciples: “As it was in the days of Noah, so it will be in the days of 

the Son of Man;  
they were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage up to the day 

that Noah entered the ark, and the flood came and destroyed them all.  
Similarly, as it was in the days of Lot: they were eating, drinking, buying, selling, 

planting, building;  
on the day when Lot left Sodom, fire and brimstone rained from the sky to 

destroy them all.  
So it will be on the day the Son of Man is revealed.  

On that day, a person who is on the housetop and whose belongings are in the 
house must not go down to get them, and likewise a person in the field must not 

return to what was left behind.  
Remember the wife of Lot.  

Whoever seeks to preserve his life will lose it, but whoever loses it will save it.  
I tell you, on that night there will be two people in one bed; one will be taken, the 

other left.  
And there will be two women grinding meal together; one will be taken, the other 

left."  
They said to him in reply, "Where, Lord?" He said to them, "Where the body is, 

there also the vultures will gather." 
 

II. Conversion and Society (CCC) 
1889 Without the help of grace, men would not know how “to discern the often 

narrow path between the cowardice which gives in to evil, and the violence which 
under the illusion of fighting evil only makes it worse.”13 This is the path of 

charity, that is, of the love of God and of neighbor. Charity is the greatest social 
commandment. It respects others and their rights. It requires the practice of 
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justice, and it alone makes us capable of it. Charity inspires a life of self-giving: 
“Whoever seeks to gain his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life will preserve 

it.”14 
 

From the Book of Heaven  
V32 - Mar. 19, 1937 - “…What We do one time We Continue Always.  Now We 
remain completely at the disposal of the creatures, whenever she Unites herself 
with Our Will, she loses hers in Ours, and she lets It Dominate, they are as so many 
Visits that she makes to Our Supreme Being.  And We, do We send her away 
hungry?    Ah no!  Not only do We Feed her, but We give her of Ours so that she has 
sufficient Nourishments in order to always Grow as Our Volition wants her to, and 
so that no necessary means are lacking in order to make Our Life Always Grow 
more in her.”   

FIAT! 


